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POW OF INCHAFFRAY DRAINAGE COMMISSION (SCOTLAND) BILL 
 
OBJECTION 1- GARETH GJ BRUCE 

I Gareth George James Bruce hereby object to the Pow of Inchaffray Drainage 
Commission (Scotland) Bill being promoted by The Pow of Inchaffray 
Commissioners.  

My objection is to the whole Bill.  

My grounds of objection are as follows: 

1. The Bill makes mention of benefiters with the benefiters being properties 
whose land drains into the burn. My property is too far away from the burn for 
water to drain into the burn.  
 

2. The Bill makes mention of the Balgowan houses benefitted area and there is 
a plan showing the properties involved which includes mine which sits at the 
side of the Perth to Crieff road at the furthest point away from the burn on the 
plan.  Although benefiters are defined as those whose land drains into the 
burn there is no mention in the Bill of distances from the burn of the properties 
concerned-clearly my property is such  a distance that no water drains into the 
burn.  
 

3. The Bill makes mention of difference in property values between the value 
with the burn and the values if the burn was not there to prevent flooding.  
These values have apparently been given by a surveyor but as my property 
has never flooded how can fictitious values be used?  
 

4. No account has been taken in the Bill of a drop in property values due to such 
a Bill being imposed on the residents. Clearly if my house has a levy to pay 
that will make it harder to sell and will reduce the value. There should be a 
provision in the Bill for the Commissioners to compensate householders for a 
fall in the value of their property due to the effects of the Bill.  
 

5. The Bill allows an assessment to be made based on the total forecast costs 
and the difference in values shown in the document. Surely properties close 
to the burn who could be flooded by the burn should pay more than properties 
who have no chance of being flooded by the burn.  
 

6. Why does the Council Tax already being paid by households not pay for 
maintenance of the burn? 
 

7. There is nothing in the Bill to cap charges. If the Commissioners decide on 
works which will benefit the inheritors which the inheritors approve large costs 
could be levied on the benefiters.   There needs to be a cap on charges and a 
fairer way of calculating them. 
 

8. There needs to be a mechanism to ensure properties like mine are not 
classed incorrectly as benefiters. 
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9. Why is this Bill necessary now after no levies being paid by previous owners 
of my property? 
 

10. If the households are hit with this levy then flooded there is no provision in the 
Bill for the Commissioners to compensate households for the failure to 
prevent the flooding.  
 

11. The feudal system was abolished in Scotland many years ago.  If this Bill is 
passed this will be a return to the feudal system with rich landowners 
benefiting to the detriment of cash strapped families. 
 

 

 


